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Relevant Education Takes Form
In Urban Studies Program
Urban studies, a new focus in
an area of academic programming
emerging at the University of
Puget Sound, is being coordinated
by Dr. Daniel Kelleher, who recently joined the university faculty as professor and director of
urban studies.
In his position, he is responsible for administering a $28,500
federal Title I Grant awarded
jointly to UPS, Tacoma Community College and Pacific Lutheran
University.

the problems of contemporary inner -city life: the conflict of affluent versus the poor; the young
generation against the establish
ment; black facing white; urban
life in opposition to suburbia.
Dr. Kelleher emphasizes the
stance of education in the urban
turmoil as "one of participation,"
and indicates faculty members
are already donating a portion
of their time toward setting up
and aiding self-help programs in
the black community.

Need for Community Planning

This "donating" of faculty
time is part of the $53,442 in
matching funds the three universities contribute to the Title I
grant sum of $28,500.
"It's important to realize," the
new director states, "this 'match
ing money' is not actual cash outlay but is figured on the basis
of the faculty's time and a prorated amount of overhead administrative expense."

The grant, which is issued for
the year 1969, is part of the Higher Education Act of 1964 and is
designated for community development through business and economic systems in the Tacoma
area.
Dr. Kelleher, who is a psychologist, formerly held the position of assistant supervisor of
planning for the commtmuications
project at the Child Study and
Treatment Center, Fort Steilacoom.
To Foster Progressive Change

•
mot
Sally Kingston

tried on spring hats at the 'Nut Tree,' a stop on the way
Ellen Campbell and
to San Francisco for the cultural and social concerns seminars over spring break. See story,
page 8.

Why Nude Runners Do It . .
(ACP) — The Diamondback,
University of Maryland. The barrage of nude runners at the University of Maryland represents
the latest in the fad-makers repertoire. The raw runners said
they make their runs "to relieve
boredom and because it's a fad."
"It's been a long winter," said
Robert S. Waldrop, psychology
professor at the University. He

attributed part of the blame to
controversy over the University's
literary magazine which recently
published 10 nude photographs
which upset state legislators.
Waldrop was even optimistic
about the implications of the
runs. "It shows we have imaginative, creative students. People
have been cooped up all winter,"
he said. "They wanted to get
out."

Friday-at-Four Affiliates
With
National Coffee House
A new idea in campus coffee her tour including the University
houses recently found its way to
the dark corner of the UPS campus. Friday-at-Four, affiliated
with the National Coffee House
Circuit, will present the first of
a coming series of entertainment
to be supplied by the circuit.
Mary Ellen Smith, a talented
folk singer-guitarist and a member of the circuit, will be appearing in Cellar Ten nightly the
week of April 22 in a series of
ten shows.
Grand prize winner in the
Sound of Youth musical contest
televised in December, Mary
Smith has received excellent ratings in various New York Universities. She will stop at six other
Northwestern universities during

of Washington and Washington
State.
The National Coffee House Circuit began on the East Coast
worked out so well for Eastern
colleges that UPS was attracted

(Continued

on Page 9)

UPS STUDENT IS
OUTSTANDING SPEAKER
Maila Putnam was named an
outstanding speaker at the Pi
Kappa Delta National Convention and Tournament held last
week at Arizona State University,
Tampe. She served as the voting

(Continued on Page 9)

Nominations Ope
For Distinguished
Teacher Award
Students have been asked to
help the Professional Standards
Committee of the faculty in selection of a professor for the Distinguished Teaching Award.
Just as the Regester Lectureship honors an outstanding faculty member for scholarship in
his field, the Distinguished
Teaching Award honors an outstanding member of the faculty
for his work in the classroom
at at other times with his students.
Dean Robert Bock has suggested four criteria for selection of
the award winner. They are:
He can convey his subject
matter clearly to his students.
He should involve students
in the subject matter.
He should attempt to promote improvement of scholarship
on the part of students.
He Should relate his instruction to other fields.
Nomination forms have been
sent out to each living group, and
off-campus students may pick
them up in the TRAIL office (SC
214), the ASUPS office (SC 204),
the Student Center Snack Bar,
and Cellar 10. These forms should
be completed and returned to Dr.
Norman Anderson in the geology
department by April 15.

Regarding the establishment
of this new program at UPS, Dr.
Kelleher points out that universities across the nation are setting up urban studies programs,
reflecting the commitment of
those in higher education toward
fostering progressive change in
the urban evolution.
While some universities have
set up urban studies models
through their graduate schools,
utilizing research as their basic
tool of assistance; others have implemented urban studies as a
separate and distinct academic
discipline such as sociology or
psychology.
Base: Educational Perspective
UPS, however, is centering its
urban studies around the braid
base of its "educational perspective," Dr. Kelleher notes.
He goes on to explain, "At
UPS urban studies will emphasize
using the fields of knowledge we
have. We'll respond to community problems with the expertise
of many disciplines from various
areas of the university."
Conflicts of the Inner City
"Urban studies" is a neat
catch-phrase which wraps of all

'Matching Money'

Technical Training Offered
The grant not only provides
schooling or special technical
training for the aspiring black
businessman in tax accounting,
personnel training and written
communication; but also is concerned , with the vital area of
conflict management which Dr
Kelleher explains is "the resolu
tion of the conflicts that are inevitable with the tug and pull of
opposite interests in society."
.

-

Shaping and Molding Conflicts
He further points out, "There's
an often repeated fantasy that all
problems can be solved through
good will and intelligence.
They're not enough. Conflict is
an inevitable part of social
change. We can't do away with
conflict, but we can — through
involvement—shape it and mold
it to build rather than destroy
futures."
The director cites the conflict ,inherent in the hiring of a former hard-core, unskilled unemployed black man: prejudice by his
immediate supervisor; resentment
by co-workers; pressure from
company stockholders (not to
make the business a social agency); and perhaps apathy from
the people in his socio-ecenomic
environment, where steady work
is not the "norm."
(Continued on Page 4)
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by UPS Delegate-at-Large: Greg Brewis
Each week for the remainder of
the semester one Delegate will
report on those developments in
student government which may be
of interest to the student body. In
addition the article will be concluded with the delegate's own
views on pressing issues. It
should be made clear that no
attempt will be made to achieve
journalistic perfection, rather we
will objectively relate the events
and conclude with editorial opinions.
On March 18 Central Board
ratified the new officers. Also ratified was the new Freshman Class
representative David Whitford. Also at this meeting Mr. Randy Wood
objected to the handling of the
recent election. His name was not
placed on the ballot as a yell king
candidate until after 110 votes had
been cast. It was pointed out that
Randy lost the election by 120
votes. The Elections Committee is
investigating.
Cellar X is now open to the public. The administrators found it difficult to enforce the rule limiting
service to UPS students and faculty.
At the March 25 meeting Sue
Carder moved that CB give the
Crew Club $1,000 to buy a new
shell. This motion was met with
strong opposition and was finally
tabled. At the April 8 meeting

the Crew Club was awarded $500
for their shell.
It was announced that the two
referendums presented in the last
election failed because of a lack
of one-third of the student body
voting.
CB also enforced the previously
made proposal which requested
that recruiting groups be barred
from the SUB. The Marines were
moved to the Placement Office last
Wednesday and Thursday.
It seems to me that the officers
of CB would do well to meet ahead
of the CB meetings and decide not
to allow the meeting to drag on
in trivia. Although he is protected
by his inexperience I hope Mr.
O'Melveny's parliamentary awareness increases. As the awareness
of executive responsibilities increases I'm sure CB will cease to
plod along in its customary fashion.
The Delegates at Large have now
set up the following hours:
Monday, 2-3—Sue Carder.
Tuesday, 9-10—Greg Brewis
Wednesday, 2-3—Greg Brewis.
Thursday, 10 - 11 — Tom Leavitt.
2-3—Tom Leavitt.
Friday, 11-12—Sue Carder.
Please feel free to come into the
office at any of these times or call
and make an appointment. We are
here to voice your opinions, therefore don't hesitate to let us know
how you feel.

Decis IOnS, Decisions

I Letters To The Editor
UPS Rugby Team
Elicits Thanks
The Editor
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Dear Sir:
Would you please relay our sincere thanks to the organizers of
the

Puget Sound Rugby Tourna-

ment for arranging such an enjoyable weekend for our club. We
would also like to thank the many
students who showed us such warm
hospitality and made our stay so
successful.
It is hoped that we can arrange
rugby fixtures with the University
in future seasons and look forward
to our next visit to Tacoma.
Yours truly,
W. Stone
President, C.R.F.C.

A campus newspaper published weekly (Friday) except vacation and testing periods during the academic year by the Associated Student Body of
the University of Puget Sound. Phone: SK 9-3521, Et. 764. Office: Room
214, Student Union Building, 1500 No. Warner, Tacoma, Wash. 98416.
Yearly subscription rates are $4.50.

Operation Mailcall

Statement of Policy
Opinions expressed in the TRAIL are those of the writer,
and do not necessarily reflect those of the University of Puget
Sound, its administration, faculty, associate student body or
the Puget Sound TRAIL staff.
Material submitted should be typewritten, triple-spaced
with 65 spaces to the line. The deadline for each issue is 12
noon on the Monday prior to publication. The TRAIL reserves
the right to edit for length, propriety, or libel.

Dear Sir;
Letters can be great for morale.
If you would like to brighten
the day of a service man in Vietnam, make a new friend, and enjoy the pleasure of receiving interesting letters, please send, an introductory letter, with a snapshot
enclosed if possible to:

All material must be signed by the author and letters to
the editor will have theauthor's name published with the letter.

4

r
6.10

REPRESENTED FOR NATIONAL ADVERTISING BY

National, Educational Ads erasing Services
A DIVISION OF

READER'S DIGEST SALES 0 SERVICES. INC.
360 Lexington Ave New York. N. Y. 10017

4

OPERATION MAILCALL
175th RR Co.
APO SF 96227
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Dan McKeever
O.M.C. Director

Revolutionary Take-Over?
On a quiet, beautiful spring
morniing a very revolutionary procedure in American education
took place. It happened right on
the campus at U.P.S. on March 12.
It probably is the first time it has
happened on any U. S. campus and
it took place right in Kittredge Hall
in the ceramics classroom.
What helppened was that a campus maintenance workman took
over the teaching of a college
class. Of course, it is standard procedure on all U. S. college campuses for maintenance crews to
try to intimidate college professors
and students but this time the actual class instruction was taken
over.
The campus workman was sly,
he waited and watched till the
professor left the classroom, then
he burst in and ordered the students to stop the work they had
been doing for two hours. The
students, graduates and advanced
undergraduates ignored him so
he turned off the equipment to
force the students to stop.
The professor, the Department
Chairman and the Dean of Faculty
were ignored. The usual courtesy
of telling a professor that you are
taking over the class was also ignored. It seems that the maintenance workman felt insecure in
his new position for late that
night he sneaked into the classroom and stole the major part of
the equipment. Of course this
campus workman teacher had no
way of knowing that this equipment was the personal property of
the professor who was originally
hired to teach the course. No questions were asked. To make sure of
the new teaching takeover, anoth-

er campus workman was dispatched post haste to the same classroom the next day to sabotage
the equipment so there was no
way it could be used even if the
official professor was so brash as
to buy additional tools to teach
the way he believed the course
should be taught.
The marvel of it all is that no
member of the University administration would have known of the
incident except that the professor
who thought he was teaching the
class was so stupid as to complain
about the takeover.
As the professor involved, since
I am new to UPS and new to the
great Northwest, there are some
questions I would like to ask the
student body who might be concerned for what could also happen
in their classes.
Can a maintenance man burst
into a classroom and stop the
students from studying? Can he
order the students to do the opposite of what the professor asked
the students to do? Can a workman walk off with classroom
equipment? If he can, then why
can't any student or professor help
himself to University equipment?
Why does the University have any
administration, if they are ignored?
Why have any professors at all, if
the plumbers, electricians, watchmen, janitors, carpenters and gardners feel they can do a better
job than the experts originally
hired to teach.
UPS seems to have something
unique. At the University of California in Berkeley students are
trying to run the school but here
the workmen have started to run
the University.
F. Carlton Ball

MORE LETTERS—Page 4
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Fulbright Scholar Meets
The Avatar Meher Baba
While teaching and studying
on a Fulbright Grant in India,
Rick Chapman was allowed the
rare opportunity to meet with
Avatar Meher Baba.
Mr. Chapman presently works
as a consultant in drug research
0. while he continues his studies in
clinical psychology at the University of California, Berkeley.
I did not recall for about two
weeks that he had kissed me on
the forehead, it was so gentle, so
natural. I had just embraced him
for the first time in this life,
though it was as if he were my
oldest friend, beaming, radiating
joy as I entered his arms. As I
came closer into his tight hug,
suddenly a voice in my mind
shouted "Stop! Don't waste this
A time—look at him!"
So I moved my eyes a fraction
of an inch, from dazedly looking
over his shoulder to looking into
his eyes six inches away, flashing light, moment of Sun-brightness, surely the men sitting nearby on the floor saw him let the
light flash out of his eyes into
my own.
Meher Baba began to gesture
as soon as I sat down. He had
kept completely voluntary silence
for a little more than forty-one
years by this time, a silence which
he indicates is a prelude to a universal release of spiritual energy
and his own public manifestation
as the Avatar, or God in human
form. Throughout the period of
more than four decades of his
silence, he has communicated
with his hands, and as I sat
across from him his unique language of gestures was articulated
in English by a close disciple.
"How did you sleep on the
train last night?" Baba asked
with his gestures. The train he
was referring to had brought me
overnight from Bombay to Poona,
a city about two hours drive
from Baba's secluded living quarters in the country.
"Fine, Baba, I slept fine —
but my mind has been very active lately."
Baba raised his eyebrows and
asked 'why?', and I staid that
the chance to see him now, in
the midst of his long and strict
seclusion, when so many of his
'lovers'—his followers—both in
the East and in the West are
aching to see him, was extremely
precious and exciting.
Baba nodded. "You are fortunate to be here at this time,
for from this day on ray seclu-

sion will become so strict that no
one will see me but these close
ones (he indicates the disciples
present, who have been with him
for years). But pay no attention
to the thoughts of the mind, good
or bad — it is the nature of the
mind to have every variety of
thoughts. You should just keep
longing in your heart for Me."
As the minutes passed by, they
became the slave of the One Who
made them, no longer elusive and
impertinent, but unfolding their
depths and revealing their roots in
the eternal moment. Eventually
Baba smiled and gestured: "God
proposes and man disposes." The
adage sounded backwards to me,
sitting full face in the fountain
of his love I was really not much
concerned whether the Avatar
prefers his proverbs backwards
or forwards. Again he repeated
the saying, then, smiling, broadening, he explained his cosmic humor: "I had proposed to bring
you here for just a few minutes
and then send you away, but you
have disposed of my proposal!"
Baba asked if I had met Francis Brabazon yet, the Australian
poet who has stayed with Baba
as an intimate disciple for almost fifteen years. He introduced
me to Francis and asked him to
read some of his latest verse. One
line from one of his song-poem
commentaries on today's civilization drew an extra twinkle from
Baba's eye: "Don't hold me up
by offering me a trip on LSD
—I always travel unencumbered,
guided alone by love—see!"
One of the disciples, a Persian
named Aloba, began to recite a
couplet from one of Hafiz' poems
which Baba translated: "Millions
of men of God (seekers) stand
in a line to gain entrance to the
God-Man, and out of these only
one actually comes across the
threshold, only one can know
Me as I really am."
The time has almost come for
me to leave. Before I go over to
embrace Baba once again, he
emphasizes the importance of
heeding him well and doing
exactly what he says. What priceless help, I am thinking. The armchair guesswork gets a guiding
hand from one who knows — the
only certainty in a blindfolded
odyssey from ignorance into
light.
"My Time — the time of the

is
breaking of My Silence
coming nearer and nearer," gestures Baba. And nearer and
nearer I move toward him, into
his arms, into his love. His last
gestures to me left nothing more
to say:
"I AM GOD.
I AM TRUTH."

Notice
Publications Committee will select
soon the Trail Editor for fall semester
'69. Those who wish to apply for the
position should contact Tod McKelvy
or Regina Glenn in SC 205 no later
than 3:00 p.m. Monday, April 14.

"What's grey, has wheels and flies?"
• (atio,cup oi nas am) 7ado unin lutnidaia 70 Xiirp V :•suv

GILCHRIST BUICK, INC.
6004 So. Tacoma Way

GR 4-0645
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I Letters To The Editor I
To the students:
The position in which Dean Henry's government left-off is somewhat of an improvement compared
to where others left-off. But it's
time to stop leaving-off. The lack

ulty, administrators, and trustees if
the university is to evolve a flexible system of control in which future problems can be prevented or
intelligently resolved in the best
interest of all factions involved.
The annually recurring problems
are a natural result of administrative misjudgment of proper priorities and inability to understand
contemporary needs. The problems

of response by administrators to
students and the consequent frustrations result from a stagnating
university structure which places
all the power for decision-making
at the discretion of administrators.
Students must force their way into

are compounded by a credibility
gap. If students are to bring about
a permanent means of representing

policy-making positions with fac-

Final Results
TRAIL HOUSING SURVEY

their interests, then they must
structure themselves into the

sys-

tem. Such a change on our campus

will come about only by student
power and pressure. The administration is obviously not cooperating rapidly enough. Dean Bock dis-

Do you live on campus at present? YES: 163, NO: 115. Undecided:

If YES to number 2, would you have moved off campus sooner if
camus regulations had not required you to live on campus? YES: 36.
NO: 78. UNDECIDED: 7.
Do you approve of the present university policies of requiring
students to live on campus until they are 21? YES: 24. NO: 129.

UNDECIDED: 5.
If you live on campus now, would you move off campus if university
regulations allowed it? YES: 57. NO: 80. UNDECIDED: 22.
If you are in a Greek organization, would you move off campus
if your organization allowed it? YES: 41. NO: 50. UNDECIDED: 13.
Do you feel that the housing unit you are presently living in (if
you live on campus) is overcrowded? YES: 37. NO: 131. UNDECIDED: 6.
*

Several of the most frequently made comments made on the questionnaires were:
"Restrictions are idiotic, outmoded, Victorian
Want co-ed living units."
"There would be no need for a new dorm is we were allowed to
move off campus . . ."
.

.

bad conditions in dorms

"Greeks should be required to fill houses

.

.

.

.

.

(ACP)—A counter-revolution

is emerging on some college campuses as students are organizing
to oppose disruptive demonstrations.
One group calls itself SPASM
—The Society for Prevention of
Asinine Student Movements. It
was born at Wichita State University where students staged a
"milk-in" as a "peaceful, intelli-

Sgt. Aleln Force, a native of
San Francisco who is heading
the drive, said he intends to show
that "the activists, rioting and
burning buildings are a small
minority representing colleges
falsely. The average student doesn't dare to get up and speak
against these activists. This blood
drive gives this student an opportunity to say what he bleieves
without any particular talent for
rhetoric."

versity which provides for a con-

lasted only one afternoon, April

Reviewing the new urban stu-

temporary and pertinent curricu-

1st, from two to nine o'clock, it

dies program Dr. Kelleher con-

lum, and which provides adequate

was very successful financially

cludes, "The task is challenging

speaking.

and exciting. With the coopera-

be forceful and firm now while
the fire is still hot. As Dean Stated,
it's time to demand, not to request.
After all, we're only about 10 years
behind progressive universities.

is buried beneath thick ivy, crawled
by worms.
His structured fortress stands bold
against the changing ages,
keeping doors closed against
fresh thoughtful sages.
What hurricane is in the air,
blown-up from keeping down the
flare?
It's rushing from the curious youth
who searches beyond the Gothic
gate,

the conditions of his environment. 4
This is conflict management.

tion of the faculty, many of

Spring Weekend
Coming Soon
Spring Weekend is coming up soon,
featuring Dusty Springfield May 1
in concert. Friday, May 2, is the
annual songfest contest, and Saturday, May 3 in the Carnival and
Dance. The entire weekend will take
place in the fieldhouse, under the
leadership of co-chairmen Pat Gallagher and Rodger Lake.

whom are already participating,
the pattern of dynamic action
process — the key to solving the
conflict of the city — has begun."

AMF-EQUIPPED BOWLING LANES

Atth
Take a

Piractot

Logg erburg er

flow'

To Lunch

Open Lanes Available Anytime
Special Rates for Students

3860 No. 26th
SK 2-5200

and sees old habits harnessing his
fate.
"Do you hear us?" youth has cried.
"Yes, we hear you," you replied.
Now the changing of the tide . . .
Ralph McEwen

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

MAN

THIS

"Especiall y for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes

Wanted:

Tel.
FU 3-4739

Student to

compile list of students, their

Just visited THE BANK
He put some money in his SAVINGS and CHECKING

ACCOUNTS.
He made a PAYMENT on his car.
He talked with a COMMERCIAL LOAN OFFICER about
funds to expand his business.
He picked up some TRAVELER'S CHECKS.
He paid his CHRISTMAS SAVINGS CLUB payment for
this week.
He talked with the TRUST OFFICER about a trust to conserve his ESTATE and protect his family.
He bought a U. S. SAVINGS BOND and put it in his SAFE
DEPOSIT BOX
and he picked up some gum for his little girl.
See what we mean by "FULL SERVICE BANKING?"
.

class, address and field, for

.

.

use in corporate recruiting

protest of protests.

A group of U. S. Marines studying at Purdue University have
organized a drive to collect 500
pints of blood for hospitals —
a student answer to disturbances
on other campuses.

ly with the man, his supervisor,

Although the exhibit and sale

gent and legal demonstration" in

At Michigan State University
more than 10,000 students have
signed petitions condemning "intimidation, violence and disruption."

management can work individual- 4

we students want to develop a uni-

."

SPASM Emerges
On College Campus

chology, business and personnel

the public and was well attended.

THE TUDOR - GOTHIC ARCHER

privacy

a donation of one dollar for the
Chi Omega Scholarship Fund.

existing agencies, the expertise of
acadamicians in sociology, psy-

there is no place for a progressive

The Tudor-Gothic archer
bends a giant's bow,
but how to use his weapon
the Tudor-Archer doesn't know.
Ald arrows thin and brittle
soar only straight and narrow.
The arch that holds his forces firm,

.

Omega Alumnae. Admission was

sources can serve. Working with

educator in a stagnant system. If

If YES to number 2, did you live on campus because regulations
required you to do so? YES: 72. NO: 79. UNDECIDED: 3.

.

Kittredge Gallery, by the Chi

(Continued from Page 1)

This is where the university re- 4

Collectors' Tea," was open to

Have you ever lived on campus? YES: 160. NO. 70. UNDECIDED: 0.

.

and pottery was presented in the

The showing entitled "The Art

5.

"Lack of space

(PS) — An extensive showing
of paintings, prints, sculpture

gent social growth, then we must

These results were based on 283 questionnaires which were distributed by several professors. The sample of students was taken randomly from each area of the academic studies of the University.
*
*

*

Urban Studies
Relevant

,overed that, and he knew that

student responsibilities for intelli-

Puget Sound TRAIL Housing Survey Results

*

Art Collectors'
Tea Hosted

EXPERT

and educational material

WORKMANSHIP

mailings. Work at your leisure. Write MCRB, Div. of

AVENUE
SHOE REPAIR

Rexall Drug and Chemical
Co. 12011 Victory Blvd., No.

4c/vsi9cltrzwit
3f-ta.

Ask about
postage-free
Bank By Mail

CALIFORNIA

service

OREGON

OF CALIFORNIA
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

2703 - 6th Avenue

WASHINGTON

MEMBER F D I (

Hollywood, Calif. 91609.

1011 Pacific Avenue

Tacoma, Washington
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EDUCATION

A professor's plea for total
reform in the way we teach ...

This is the final of three parts of an article printed in Look Magazine.
Reprinted by permission of the author.
fessors are able to make a classroom come alive, and a
few are good lecturers. Surely the classroom ought to
remain as one alternative among others to be used when
it can be used well. But can we sincerely claim that what
most of us do in our classes three times a week, 40 weeks
a year, is so sparkling, insightful, eloquent or wise that it
need be tenaciously defended? Should we not welcome
deliverance from the classroom—if not for ourselves, for
some of our boring colleagues—as whole-heartedly as the
students do; sheuld we not be as eager as they are to find
solutions in which real learning can occur? We have to
ask ourselves what gratification we get from seeing rooms
fill up reguarly for required courses, from exercising arbitrary power, from compelling obedience and conformity
to our standards—and whether it is good for us let alone
the students, to indulge in these gratifications. We have
to ask ourselves to what extent our personal security
depends upon getting the students onto our territory—
in the classroom, in the office, into the discipline we have
studied for 20 years—and ask whether it is not possible
to find new security in friendships partnerships, engagement with real questions, open-minded approaches, in the
commitment and risk students are now demanding of us.

by DR. JUDSON JEROME
There is a basic lesson we can draw from the many
instances when college students have been treated like
adults and have used their responsibility well. Antioch's
work-study program sends every student, even freshmen,
off to strange cities and new jobs every other quarter—
a plan that has worked for nearly 50 years because college students on their own prove themselves to be adults.
The free colleges and universities, in spite of some of
their rebellious excesses, have generally succeeded in providing substantial ducation of high quality, largely under
student control. Harris Wofford, in designing a new
college which opened this year at Old Westbury, Long
Island, has involved student advisers in every stage of the
planning—and is grateful for their insight and their help.
Inner colleges such as the one at Antioch and Bensalem,
at Fordham, use the dormitory as a learning center and,
with a free approach to what should be studied and how
have shown the possibilities of real partnerships between
students, faculty and administrators. In these developments we can see that the generation gap is miraculously

"Should We Not Welcome Deliverance?"
Rather than carp at the students, we need to practice some simple honesty with ourselves as the first step
in educational renovation. We should alert ourselves to

the normal tendency to want others to suffer what we
have suffered, in spite of the fact that we know in our
hearts that we did not benefit from it. Some few pro-

ROTC
News

Think it over, over coffee.
TheThink Drink. Eat*
For your own Think Drink Mug, send 75C and your name and address to,
Think Drink Mug, Dept. N. P.O. Box 559, New York, N .Y. 10046. The International Coffee Orgaruzat ■ on.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

AFROTC Detachment 900 has
selected Owen H. Yamasaki as
Freshman Cadet of the Month
for March. Owen is a political
science major from Koloa, Hawaii.

(9rty. a/ jar/rt/

r

The outstanding sophomore cadet for March is Larry B. Lopez.
A tentative psychology major,
Larry is also an active member
of the UPS rowing club. He is
from Lakes High School, Tacoma.
These students are chosen by
a board of senior cadets who
judge them on their knowledge
of the Air Force and theoir proficiency in drill.
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Take a course
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Education
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Carol Cross, a sophomore from
Boise, Idaho, has been selected
ment 900, as Angel of the Month

Your last check
From home
just bounced?

Needed: A Measure of Faculty Power
Some of us over 30 would like to become trustworthy
again—and to exercise influence, if authority is denied
us, with a generation in some danger of running amuck,
cut of ffrom an ycounsel except its own. If we feel strongly enough to give this concern radical effort—exercising a
kind of Faculty Power—we can set out to create the new
patterns of satisfaction and professional reward, the new
ways of looking at our own fields. We will have to leap
into the discussion as our culture struggles to redefine
itself.

healed as soon as one disregards it.

by the men of AFROTC Detach-
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HOPE THEY STUDY I-AARD 8.4 KEEP THEIR GRAPES UP —
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Learn something new about
the affect of after shave on the

Publications

female of the species with
Aqua Velva REDWOOD. The
fragrance is really different.
Really long lasting! We say it's
a little on the wild side. Let

JOHNSON - COX CO.
Compositors Printers Lithographers
726 Pacific Ave

CI

BR 2-2238

her teach you what we mean!

AQUA VELVA

REDWOOD

AFTER
SHAVE
LOTION
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UPS Business Students in Holland

Perspectives in
Black and White
By Linda Howell
In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth. God
created man in his own image, in the image of God he created
him: male and female created he them. And on the seventh
day God ended his work which he had made: at - A he rested on
the seventh day from all his work which he had made.

Such are the sayings from the scriptures of Genesis 1:, 1:27, and
2:2. So what! What has the Bible got to do with issues of Black vs.
White, Watts, and the conditions at UPS? Nothing, except God created
man—and color requirements were not specified. Nothing at all except,
all men were created equal, and the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness is basic to each individual. The Blacks, Negroes, and
Colored people are fighting for what is already theirs. Is it hard to
understand why we are unwilling to wait for the White majority to
include the Negro minority into the human race?
From a "truly concerned" person this question is common, ''What
can I do to help?" Answer: be yourself and take people as they come.
Is it necessary to convince yourself you are White or Black? If as a
person, the foundation of your life is so insecure it is based on skin
pigmentation, you truly have a problem. Pull yourself together, take
the chains off your mind, open your eyes, become an individual, not
a Black or White carbon copy. Then—if you still have time, identify
with hate, prejudice, and hypocrisy. (Don't forget to "color" the hate,
you can't have "neutral" hate you know.) Open your eyes and your
mind and except "me" as a person, for what "I" am. True, this may
be "your" world, but it is "my" world too.
To the embittered Black, the resentful Negro, and the inflamed

The UPS students at Nijenrode, Netherlands, School for Business are, left to right (upper): Karl Giske, Frank Coen, Jerry

Morgan, Tom Jensen, and Richard Kirwan. Pictured left to
right (lower) are: Kent Whitsell, Robert Matthews, Shun
Iwasaki, and Steve Tiberg.

I Oratory Contest for Undergrads
Hear Ye!

The Speech Department an-

nounces the annual Burmeister
Oratory Contest. Several changes
have been made in the rules of
the contest with the hope that a
larger number of students will
participate. Entry is not limited
to those enrolled in speech
classes; any undergraduate student may compete. Separate divisions for men and women have
been eliminated as such distinctions no longer seem suitable. As
a result the prize money has
been adjusted to today's standards: first prize will be $40 with
$20 for second.
An oration seeks to stimulate
thought and/or action on any
subject of thes peaker's choice
thought judges will consider the
timeliness and significance of
content. The speaker may eulogize or criticize a person, in-

stitution, policy, attitude, or idea,
or he map yoint out and urge the
solution of a social, economic,
moral, or political problem. The
speaker should combine argument
with emotional appeal. The material and language he uses
should be graphic, striking, and
even dramatic, but technique
should not detract from the ideas
presented. Delivery may he from
manuscript or memory. In either
casei t must be audience centered, sincere, and compelling. The
speech should not exceed 8 minutes in delivery time.
Those interested in competing
must sign up with Dr. Baisinger,
ext. 292 or Miss Reiher, ext. 275
by April 21st. Competition will
begin April 28. The initial round
will be judged by the faculty of
the speech department. The finals
will be held May 13 with judging
done by UPS faculty.

Colored people (distinguish a difference here if you can, if it really
makes a difference) I say this. It is easy to shoot out all the lights, but
can you shoot them all on again? After the lights are out what do you
use to fill the void? Are there investments in stocks and bonds for
industries and businesses? Are there schools, universities, even enough
teachers to educate our youth? Are there enough doctors, lawyers,
firemen, and clerks? True, there is a cause worth dying for, but after
the smoke has cleared, will you have the capacity to rebuild a better
society? What will you build the society with, violence, bitterness,
slogans? Guns and determination do not feed, shelter, or clothe people
after you have destroyed everything, yours, mine and theirs. Gain
influence, political power, make "their" world "your" world. Don't
destroy the system, take the system over. Power is in the mind, and
our only way is up.
If your teacher is a fool, learn from him what not do do. If the
back of the bus did not meet standards, what makes you think standing
in line at a relief station for food is "moving up" when you have burned
grocery stores, and looted your own business? No, people, to love or
hate is not the question: to live or let live is. All Whites are not "Liberals" neither are all Blacks "Militant": but all people are men. Yes, we
have sung, we have cried, we have prayed, now we are willing to die.
But when something new is tried, make sure the change will be for the
better and lasting. The cost of education was dear, but the lessons were
well learned No do something with the education ; create a better
society, don't destroy it and yourself.

For with what judgment ye judge, ye shall be judged ; and
with what measure ye mete, it shall be measured to you
again.

Matthew 7:2

6

by BRUCE MAC ARTHUR
International Club Reporter
The twenty-fifth of April is
coming and with it comes the
International Festival
The International Festival is an
annual event, now in its fourth
year, arranged by the UPS International Club. It features displays of artifacts and foods from
around the world, and entertainment of equal interest add diversity.
The International Club hopes
that you will reserve a part of
the afternoon of Friday, April
25 to visit the Festival located
in the faculty and student lounges
of the SUB.

TONY'S
BARBER SHOP

•
TONY — RAY — KEN
Props.
38141/2 North 26th

Quality Gas at
Discount Prices

U-SERVE

Judge not, that ye be not judged.

1..i

Infl. Club Fest

o#

we ti
Monday Friday
8 a.m. - 9:30

U-SAVE
2¢ PER GAL.
Car Wash 25d
Featuring
ATLAS TIRES

Saturday 8 a.m. - 6:00

F eaturing Big Name Recording Groups
BATTERIES
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

BREAKTHRU

SUNDAY
JAM
SESSIONS
7 p.m. to 11 p.m.

"Say it with flowers" anytime
She'll love it!

5212 South Tacoma Way
Convenient location
Free Parking • ASB Discounts • All Musicians Free

TNY'S
%0 CHEVRON
SERVICE
No. 24th & Junett

608 Tacoma Mall — GR 5-4451

SK 9-9080
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It Only Hurts on First Entry

1-16RE

A Painful But Rewarding Experience

OUNDREDs
PROFESSIONS..

The blonde lay on the bed near
me. As I painfully got up, I
frowned.
"Did it hurt?"

"I can't really tell, since the
last time I did it was last April,"
she said.
My God, I thought. Some people have a lot of self-control.

But then, I knew it was different
with women. Men, we had to
have fresh blood all the time.
Good for the health.
(Continued on Page 8)

"Only when it came in. After
that I got used to it," she gazed
up, misty-eyed."
"That's funny. It only hurt
me when it came out."
"It was so big and thick and
hard this time," she said. "I don't

..W14`1 DID
To L3C,

A SNEEZE

think it would be so big."
I nodded triumphantly.
"How about going to the next
room aril having some coffee
now?" I st id.

The Chase

eiR e ma
by RON POWERS

Stories about a man, or group
of men, breaking out of prison
have provided the theme for a
number of recent movies such as
"The Defiant Ones," "Von Ryan's
Express, and "The Great Escape." T. ese movies were main'

ly concern,d with the actual escape or the effects the prisoners
had upon one another. "The
Chase," tonight's campus film,
exposes the re-actions a jail outbreak has on an entire town.
Adopted from the Horton Foote
novel and play, "The Chase" involves a boy who escapes from
jail and heads for his Texas
home. The rumor of a suspected
murder committeed by the boy
coupled with the though of his
impending return explodes the
town into a turbid state of affairs for twenty-four hours. In
an ironic twist, the movie centers around whether the town
marshall, Marlon Brando, can
prevent the escaped con from the
frenzied townspeople.
Besides the assistance of Sam
Spiegel ("Lawrence of Arabia"
and "The Bridge on the River
Kwai"), director Arthur Penn
("The Miracle Worker") headed
a prestigous group of actors including, along with Brando, E.

On behalf of

Project Up-

ward Bound, 1

wish

to

G. Marshall, Jane Fonda, and
Angie Dickinson, with best acting nods surprisingly going to the
two female stars. Still, Brando
fans will enjoy hearing his southern nasal twang. Brand° also suffers in one scene a sadistically
brutal beating from the townsmen
because of his decision to protect
the convict.
The small Texas town bears
the brunt for most of the playwright's vituperative criticism.
Hollis Alpert points out in a review of "The Chase" that a "dull,
depraved, corrupt town will behave in a crisis just like a dull,
depraved, corrupt town." Although Texas has been heaped
with blame lately for everything
from the Dallas assassination to
the Whitman murders, the events
in the movie are indicative of the
types of people found in almost
any city of the United States.
How well the movie succeeds or
whether it is a "disaster of awesome proportions" as critic Richard Schickel seems to think the
viewers will have to decide for
themselves when it is shown tonight in Mc 006 at 8:00.

WONDERFUL
OLD-STYLE
GERMAN FOOD

The Bavarian

Puget Sound for their

204 North K at Division
MA 7-5010
Visit Our

during the current school
year.

Bill Brown

1 The Fragrance
Shop
Imported Perfumes
Incense—Gifts

Only Shop of Its Kind
This Side of
San Francisco
Open 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. 1
Tuesday thru Saturday

2405-6th Avenue

We
Aren't
Lawyers
BUT
We Do
Handle
Suits

RATHSKELLER
German Beverages Served

Perfect symbol
of the love you share

Being with each other, doing things together . . knowing that your affection is growing into precious and
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments
will be forever symbolized by your diamond engagement
ring. If the name, Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag,
you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction.
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color,
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will
assist you in making your selection He's in the yellow
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from $100 to $10,000.
Illustrations enlarged to show detail.'Trade-mark reg.
A. H. Pond Co., Inc., Est. 1892.
REGISTERED

er• s ake
DIAMOND RINGS

Bring your suit to us for
the finest care that modern dry cleaning can pro-

thank the University of

wholehearted cooperation

"Love it" she said as she got
up.
I notice( 7 some of the color had
disappeared fi -n her cheeks,
and wonde,ed ., maybe she
shouldn't have done
In the coffeeroom, I took the
blonde's arm.
"Do you get the feeling there
was too much blood this time?"

vide. We guarantee quick
service and complete
satisfaction.

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
S

Name
Address
City
State

Including Coin Operated
Self Service Dry Cleaning
and Laundry

re)

new era
cLeaner
Laur-lcaFtv

SK 9-3501
GR 2-3372
2621 N. Proctor
3624-6th Ave.
3820 S. Yakima

s

Zip

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE N Y 13201

/t\

Wtabbi.i

/

118 So. Meridian
Puyallup, Wash
TH 5-2281
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New Volunteer Info Center

Draft Questions Answered
An organization known as the
Volunteer Services and Draft Information Center has been established on the UPS campus.
This group was originally adopted by the University Church
Committee and has since been ratified by the Student-Faculty Relations Committee, and the Faculty Senate. The purpose of this
group is to offer to the student
body information concerning all
aspects of The Selective Service

It Only Hurts

Trail Markings
System and its relation to the
lives of American youth.
Anyone wishing draft information center through campus mail
or phone extension 291 and arrange an appointment. Literature
will be made available through
the Chaplain's office, SC 210,
and at noon several days a week
in the SUB foyer. In order to
maintain this service funds will
be needed from interested persons and office help is also needed.

April 15

The answer is yes if you received as much as $600 "gross
income" in 1968, according to
Neal S. Warren, District Director of Internal Revenue. He said
gross income includes all income
that is not, by law, expressly
exempt from tax. For instance, it
includes wages, dividends, interest, and capital gains, but does
not include allowances from parents or most scholarships.
The answer is also yes with
income of less than $600 if income tax was withheld from your
earnings, Mr. Warren said. Under
such circumstances, you would
not be required to file, but he
urged that you do so in order to
obtain a refund of the tax withheld.
The due date for 1968 returns
is April 15. Forms and additional information are available at
the nearest Internal Revenue of
-fice, or by writing the Internal
Revenue Service, Sixth and Lenora Building, Seattle 98121.

shall forfeit the award if
she marries before receiving the scholarship.
She shall have a grade
average equal to or above
the all women's fraterternity average on her
campus.
She shall be planning to
graduate from college.
She shall believe in the
American way of life.
She need not be a fraternity woman.
She may be of any race or
religion.
She shall be in need of financial assistance.
2. $50.00 shall be awarded to the
Panhellenic college chapter at
Washington State University
showing the highest percentage of improvement in scholarship during one college year.
These scholarships shall be
awarded annually and presented
in the Fall. The $200.00 award
shall be applied for in the late
Spring
Those desiring to apply, please
fill out Application Blank obtainable from Miss Longland, Jones
115.

On First Entry ...
(Continued from

Our conversation returned to
the hypodermic needle when we
overheard a nurse complaining
about the poor turnout at past
blood drives.
All members of the UPS student body and faculty members
are invited to participate in the
second annual Arnold Air Society-Angel. Flight blood drive
to be held Friday, April 18. Donations will be taken by the
Pierce County Blood Bank for
use in local hospitals.
Students, faculty, and staff who
wish to donate should come to
Thompson Hall, Room 147 anytime between 9 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Any student under the age of
21 should obtain a statement of
parental concent. For further information, watch the Tattler.

SPEAKER'S INTERN REPORTS—Legislative intern Jan Jansen, 22,
reports on some research he's doing for House Speaker Don
Eldridge, R-Mount Vernon. Jansen is a 22 year old senior at
the University of Puget Sound. The intern program gives 30
students the opportunity to work closely with legislators for
what Eldridge calls "experience in what government is and how
it operates."

Photo by RON ALLEN

UPS Invades San Francisco
by BARB CLEMENTS

San Francisco is a city to challenge one's total imagination,
senses, aesthetic perception, and
ability to relate to people. The
seventy-two students and eight
chaperones and guests who made
up the two UPS seminars experienced these things as they explored the visual, audible, tactile,
aromatic, edible, aesthetic, and
rugged dimensions of this city by
the bay.
The Socially Concerned .

To be a member of the social
concerns seminar meant staying
at the Pine Street Methodist
Church a few blocks away from
the Golden Gate Park, attending
seminars at the Glide Memorial
Center for Urban Problems, discussing such subjects as student
unrest, teenage drug problems,
police community relations,
Black Power, minority groups
like the Chinese and the homo-

Methodist

sexuals, all types of sex, and
the mass sin of institutions. All
this took place while sitting in
the Glide game room, an atmosphere of black lights, posters, carpeted floor, and oversized multicolored pillows. It meant also
going to all parts of the city
during free time, sightseeing, and
visiting other centers of interest
to the social seminar.
Mike and Steve Burkhart were
head students-in-charge, with
Rick Stockstad, Ann Morgan,
Lyle Miller, Jan Johnson, and
Barb Clements as student
chairmen. Miss Mary Longland,
admissions, Mrs. Judy Davis,
News Bureau, and the Dr. Tim
Hansens, English dept. accompanied the social group with two
guests from the employment security office in Tacoma, Al Williams and Charles Canada (vice(Continued on

$200.00 shall be awarded to an
individual college student
meeting the following requirements:
The recipient shall be a
young woman living in
Spokane County.
She shall be a matriculated student on any campus
in the State of Washington where there are member chapters of National
Panhellenic Conference.
She shall be single. She

erman
Tauern
1920

Prerequisites for Scholarships
1.
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Jefferson

MA 7-9383

German Food
Will
Get You
Scone, or later

IMPORT BEER AND
WINES
Dance to
ACCORDIONIST

26th 8, Proctor

LARRY DIEDE

Haircuts ... Hairstyling
Roffler Sculptur - Kut
By Appointment

Tuesday - Thurso.y - Friday
Saturday Nights

You Can Never Get Too Much of a Good Thing . . .
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Group Flight To London

UPS STUDENT - FACULTY - ALUMNI

$365.00 Round Trip
42 DAYS—JUNE 17 TO JULY 29, 1969

Campus Contact
SK 9-3521, Ext. 316

Seattle Contact
MA 3-8895
or
Harlan Jones
463-9805
Vashon

With TV or Stereo Systems by Packard Bell
"College-oriented DISCOUNT Prices"

Parker Electric Co.
3521 6th Avenue (6th & Union)
SK 2-4992
Show your ASB card for special Student Savings
fee=1■1■

PUGET
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by WES VASEY

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
"A Keg and You"

A keg is filled at birth with
merriment.

And each will in his heart feel
resentment.

It's bought and taken to a party,
where

You, like a keg, are filled at
birth with joy.

All will sample its joy.

You want to have good times
and spread your mirth.

If, by chance, there
Are not many guests, each will
be content,
Knowing that he can drink to
fulfillment.
But if the keg must give too
many cheer,
•

The guests will not all have their
fill of beer,

New Program
Coming to
Friday at Four
(Continued from Page 1)
'LOOK- 6 -runt)

vvi-+EN I

IN THE NUPE

6AI D WE' D GO A PAINTIN6

UPS Invades San Francisco;
No One Fell in ...
(Continued from Page 8)
chairman of the TCC Obi Society). (Obi is comparable to
UPS BSU).
To be a member of the Cultural Concerns seminar meant a
great freedom to explore the city's
cultural resources, including plays
such as "The Lamp at Midnight,"
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
are Dead," "The Committee,"
"Big Time Buck White," (some
ber in conjunction with the social concerns); it meant visiting the town's hot cultural spots
at night, and getting to know the
people of San Francisco on an
individual basis.
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis McInteer,
English dept, accompanied the
group, with student leaders Karen Amundson and Mel Woodworth.
Both groups became experts at
mounting cable cars at a fast gallop, making sack lunches, riding
buses, and generally doing their
own thing. One evening the
groups got together for a 7-course
Chinese dinner in Chinatown;
on other occasions, they saw
plays together (The Committee,

Big Time Buck White), and visited other places, such as the faimous Grace Cathedral and Sausalito.
The groups' activities may be
said to have been a 'happening.'
Aside from the fairly structured
Glide Foundation schedule, the
students were free and encouraged to explore and seek out on
their own. So they did. Some
found what it was to be a part
of a Be-In in Golden Gate Park,
to visit a 'gay' establishment, to
walk along Haight Street or
Telegraph Avenue in Berkeley.
Others learned the problems
faced by a city the size of San
Francisco.
Awarenesses were increased
and new ideas for progressive
change on campus and in Tacoma took form. The groups will
be having follow-up sessions to
continue the dialogues that were
started.

to the program. The circuit supplies top up-and-coming entertainment to various college coffee houses.
The circuit is valuable to both
the schools and the entertainers.
The colleges share the expenses
for the entertainers and the entertainers gain needed experience,
professional polish, and the
chance to try out new material
without being clobbered by bigcity nightclub critics.

You like to play around with
every boy.
Yet, like the keg, no one cares
what you're worth.
You spread yourself too thin, and
no one can
Get drunk from you, and still
feel like a man.
merriment

UPS Student
Outstanding
Speaker
(Continued from Page 1)

delegate for the UPS chapter and
participated in competition in
group discussion. Out of 120 contestants in this event, Maila
placed 16th and received a rating
of "Excellent." The topic discussed was "How can we deal with
the problems of civil disorders in
the United States?" Marilyn Rei.
her, faculty advisor, also attended.
For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

DAILY PICK-UP AND
DELIVERY AT DORMS

MODERN
CLEANERS
2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG
3123 North 26th

SK 2-6667

OLIVER TAXI
& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

TACOMA AIRPORTER
RADIO DISPATCHED

1 1 2 So 14th St.,

FU 3 - 1555

Such well known entertainers
as Peter Paul and Mary, Bill
Cosby, Woody Allen, and the Serendipity Singers got their start
through similar programs.
The Coffee House Circuit idea
"is not mass college participation," says Paul Hendrick, one
of thep romoters, but it promotes
college coffee houses.
Coffee houses supply "neutral
ground for professors and students to talk and play cards.
Everything happens there from
political conversations to religious
discussions to one-act plays,"
says Hendrick.

Farley's
Flowers
"Flowers for every
occasion"
1620 - 6th Ave.
MA 7-7161

Love, honor and cherish - the words of a diamond.
Weisfield's has credit for students of promise.
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UPS' FIVE ALL AMERICANS

Skiers Await Daffodil Meet;
Take 2nd in Southern Championship

-

Over the spring vacation the
UPS ski team participated in
the Southern Championship Meet
of the Intercollege Ski Conference.
In the words ow the coach, Major Hunter, the results were outstanding. UPS 'brought home its
share of the trophies, which by
the way will be on display at
the athletaic office in the fieldhouse.
These five Loggers swimmers (I-r) Dave Voss, Ron Payne,
Steve Kimberley, Bill Martin, and Pete Hamilton were given
All American ratings for their fine efforts in the nationals.
-

Loggers Claim 13th in Nationals
Five members of the Logger
swim team were named to the
NCAA college division All-American swim team in recent competition at Springfield college.
Members achieving honors were
breaststroker Ron Payne who set
a UPS record in a 1:03.75 clocking while the relay team of Pete
Hamilton, Steve Kimberley, Bill
Martin and Dave Voss set new
Logger standards in the 400 and

800 events with times of 3:19.49
and 7:29.82 respectively. Each one
of the individuals are sophomores.
They join former mermen Lyndon Meredith and Jim Frederickson who gained All-American
honors in 1967.
UPS claimed 13th place out
of the 64 teams competing finishing with 32 points. University
of California at Irvine took the
title.

UPS skiers placed second overall in the meet only losing to
Oregon State University. The
meet was held at Mt. Hood
Meadows.
UPS won the giant slalom,
was second in the downhill, fifth
in the slalom, and ninth in the
crosscountry for team standings.

Tomorrow we host the tennis
team from Oregon College of
Education on the courts next to
the Thompson Hall parking lot.
Matches will be both singles and
doubles. Then next Tuesday Tacoma Community College will be
the opposition on the other side
of town for our experienced netters.

Thinclads Host
First Triangle
Meet of Year
UPS thinclads open their season tomorrow in a triangular
meet on the Baker Stadium track
beginning at 2:30.
Competing will be host UPS,
St. Martins, PLU, and Willamette University.
Willamette, who is favored to
take the Northwest Conference
title, was upset by Linfield College in a tie meet.
UPS' strong events will be in
the distances, if all our runners
stay healthy, the sprints, along
with some help in the discuss,
javelin, and hurdle events.

The skiers are looking forward this weekend to the Northwest Championship which will
close out the ski season for 1969.

Gary Fultz has been elected
Individual names and times captain of the baseball team for
are: CS: Vince Withipton (4) the fourth straight year.

SELECT YOUR
TYPEWRITER
AT

H. D.

Baker Co.

915 CENTER AT SOUTH J
IR 2-3226

THE TYPEWRITER
HEADQUARTERS

Rent— or
• • •

TED'S
OIL SERVICE

Netters Host OCE and TCC;
Drop 5-4 Decision to Idaho
Looking to the future, our netmen will be busy bouncing that
little ball back and forth in
weeks to come.

73.5, Tom Neu (8) 76.2, Grant
Mittelstaelt (14) 78.2, Rooks Olson (60) 121.5. For the gals in
GS Peggy Robinson (8) 123.0,
Mary Hall (10) 163.4. In the
downhill there was Tom Neu (5)
1:19.3; Grant Mittelstaelt (14),
Dan Moore (10) 121.7. Peggy
Robinson (9) 172.1, Mary Hall
(12) 299.5, Margaret Gish (12)
299.5, and cross-country the results were: Steve Giese (2) 29.0,
Nancy Hillier (4) 20.51, Mary
Hall (6) 27.08, Rooks Olson (7)
27.57, and Peggy Robinson (9)
30.03.

Automatic Fill — Courteous Service
Budget Terms — Credit on Approval
Complete Automotive Service and

• • •
Full Line Office Supplies
Unexcelled Service All Makes

Car Repairs

Just before vacation UPS dropped a close one to the University of Idaho 5-4. In the singles
competition UPS' veteran Dan
Merrill and Jim Smith won their

6th Ave. and Union

SK 9-4502

matches handily over Idaho's
Doug Denny and Steve Hemberg, respectively, while Brian
Berg, Bill Wilson, Dave Rolfe and
Brick Kane didn't fare quite so
well.

What did
you say
about our
little sister?

However in the doubles UPS
won two of the three matches as
Merill and Berg teamed up to
defeat Doug Denny and Bob
Brunn while the twosome of Jim
Smith and Brick Kane easily
beat Don Hamlin and Larry

COI(
=To>

Hessler by 6-2 and 6-1. Bill Wilson and Dave Rolfe again were
on the losing side for the second
time of the day.

Rag

Segadeftd

JEWELRY
Sales and Service for
A cc u tro n
Bulova
Hamilton
Elgin
DIAMONDS - RADIOS
2703 No. Proctor
SK 9-5681

Akkoleatk....pussiftmeintrudlli

COCA COLA AND COAL ARE REGISTERED TRADE

AFTER THE DANCE . .
ANYTIME!

111E PRODUCT OF THE COCA COLA COMPAA ,

Just that she's mad about the refreshing taste of Coca-Cola.
It has the taste you never get tired of. That's why things
go better with Coke, after Coke, after Coke.
Bottled und•r the authorrty of The Coca-Cola Cornpony by

LET'S MEET AT

AFTER THE GAME . .

MARES WHICH IDENIII

•

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT

PACIFIC COCA - COLA BOTTLING CO.

Specializing in
Steaks * Seafood
Cocktails

JOHNNY'S 1
on the MALL
MA 7-3186 or GR 5-4211

•
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Loggers Chop Down Pioneers;
Place Sixth in Banana Belt
It seems that 'one hitters' are
becoming quite the thing for the
Loggerville pitching staff early
in the season.
Rich Hand (now 2-0) and Dave
Beba each threw one hitters as
UPS dumped the Lewis and
Clark Pioneers in a double header. Both games were shutouts.
In the opener the Logger hitting attack pounded out 17 hits
and just as many runs. Going 5
for 5. Dave Chambers hit a solo
homer for the cause.
Dave Beba closed the door in
the nightcap portion as again
UPS shut them out 5-0. Both
Wederherg and Chambers con-

tinued their hitting streaks.
Going back just a little farther
UPS claimed sixth place in the
Banana Belt tournament held
over in Lewiston, Idaho. We won
two and lost two plus tied one
due to the hour playing limitation. Rich Hand threw his first
one hitter of the season. Washington State went on to capture
the title in the tournament. Rightfielder Fred Bullert, a freshman,
was the first to score a Logger
run for the season.
Games between UPS and Warner Pacific, and OCE were not
available, but will be noted at a
later date.

Rugby Stages
Match with UW

Golfers To Vie
In Bellingham

'The University of Puget Sound
will play the University of Washington in a Rugby game, Sunday,
April 20th at 2:30 p.m. in Baker Stadium at UPS. General Admission is $1.50, and student admission is $1.00. Tickets will be
available during the week in the
Student Union Building at UPS,
and at the gate on Sunday.

Today the UPS golf team travel
to Bellingham to face the linkers at Western Washington State
College on their home course.
It is only the second match of
the early season.
Last Tuesday the clubbers hosted a fine St. Martins team at
the Fircrest Golf and Country
Club. Results of the match were
not available at press time however. Only two returning lettermen make up the nucleus of the
squad while the other spots are
filled by first year men and one
transfer.

Finances Expensive
Come see this fast and frantic
tritish game which is becoming
popular American sport! The
oroceeds of this game are to benfit the international aid project,
Operation Crossroads Africa.
Three University of Puget Sound
students have been selected to
spend the summer in Africa, BUT
cach must finance his part in
t he program. The individual cost
is approximately $1,500.

Oarsmen Place
Third in
Vanc. Regatta
UPS oarsmen finished third
overall in a five way meet in the
Vancouver Invitational Spring
Regatta just before spring vacation began.
Host UBC grabbed two of the
three races by beaVng Oregon
State University which is in its
first year of competition. UPS
was clocked in 6:37 over the two
thousand meter course only nine
seconds behind the lead UBC
team.
UPS challenged for the midway through the race as our oarsmen hiked their stroke pace from
36 strokes per minute to 44. At
the end we were only three
lengths off the pace. Chuck Austin, number five oarsman was
was unfortunate as his oar struck
a piece of wood just after start.
ing.

If I Ever Get Through the Mattress

Howell's
Sporting
Goods,
©
Inc.

HUNGRY?
THIRSTY?
LONESOME?
Try
PAT'S

The finest in athletic equipment
Featuring. Rawlings, Wilson,
Voit, Spot-Bilt, Adidas, Puma,
Converse, White Stag Speedo

North 21st and Oakes

Tank Suits
FU 3-2653
922 Commerce
STUDENT PRICES

Come and See Us

OR

AMBULANCE
& ALSO
Heart - Lung - Recoscitator
Service

IN THE VALLEY OF THE SUN

.k s"."'",--• sir

PHOENIX ARIZONA

known winter resort. Stable
—fine string of riding horses. Swimming
Pools. Playground for children. Complete
recreation area including tennis courts.
Planned entertainment . . . Chuck Wagon
Picnics, Moonlight Rides, Dancing, etc.
Superb Cuisine. Cocktail Lounge. Golf
facilities at Valley Club. Spacious, luxury
accommodations. American Plan — Open
December 15 to May 1.
Internationally

MA 71121

STRIKE ! !
10

For Information and Reservations, please contact
JOKAKE INN, 6000 E. Camelback Road,
Phoenix, Arizona . . . or .
DIAL DIRECT Area Code 602, WHitney 5-6301
VI

Fine Florists
WE DELIVER
205 No. Yakima

the Spring

YELLOW CAB

The Seattle Pilots open their
home baseball season tonite
against the Chicago White Sox

WAHLGREN'S

See You in

BE A WINNER IN OUR
AIR-CONDITIONED LANES

MA 7-0127

Purpose Stated
The purpose of Operation
'rossroads Africa is to help some
kfrican country through an aid
roject. In the past, Crossroads
,)articipants have taken part in
projects ranging from construction of schools to installation of
a water supply system, besides assisting with medical and coaching programs. In return, the students receive a broader awareness of thep rogress and aspirations of Africans. The Crossroads
program received the 1965 Readers Digest Foundation Award for
I eing the outstanding internationI youth organization.

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"
SEE

,

It is a good project to support
—buy a ticket to see RUGBY.
April 20th!

POOL TOO!

Proctor

Come and See Us

SHOE REPAIR

TOWER. LANES

3817 1 /2 North 26th

6323 - 6th Avenue
or call SK 9-3583

All Work Guaranteed

HOURS 9 A.M. - I AM

ro.
4t.
44
Newest in California!
overlooking SAN FRANCISCO

/

CLAREMONT CABANA CLUB –

OVERLAND EXPEDITION — London to India.
Fly home through Orient. 10 wks. around the
world. $1604 includes meals, accommodations,
and transportation.

LEAVING JUNE 30. Write

THE BIG 9

The Boy area's onl y resort hotel - 20 min.
from Son Francisco. 22 acre g lamorous
garden settin g with breathtakin g views of

Bi g , full Olympic-size pool
2 . Special children's safety pool
3- Rainbow trout pond

Ba y oreg. Accommodations are the nib-

4. Golf privile g es at nearb y golf clubs
5. Beautiful divin g boards,

mate in modern luxury. Dine in elegant
splendor at moderate prices. Famous

plus Versailles fountain

Terrace Loun g e. Climate ideal for holida y s 6. Poolside dinin g , bevera g e, snack bar
any tire e of the year. I200-car FREE park - 7. Tennis Courts
ing lot. European Plan...Moderate Rates. 8. Gym, massa g e, and health club
9. Relaxing, modern Sauna baths
Write, wire or call for Reservations
or for further information. Contact MURRAY L(HR, Managing Director
Telephone: ( 415) 843 -3000 ,' Teletype: 415- 891 - 9302

Encounter Overland. 318 Dexter-Horton Bldg.,
John Smith recently returned
from back east as he helped Tacoma Plywood Company claim
second place in recreational bas-

ketball.

Seattle, Wn. 98104.

.fhe

eXita
Claremont & Ashby Avenues,

OAKLAND/ BERKELEY/CALIFORNIA
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'Romeo and Juliet'
Now Playing in Town
The Guild 6th Avenue Theater
announced ROMEO & JULIET.
As well as regular evening shows.
Special showings for groups of 75
or more can be arranged on any
given day Monday thru Saturday
by contacting Mr. David Hirst or
Mr. Sid Dean at BR 2-1314 or
BR 2-5397.
This is the widely-acclaimed
production of Shakespeare's play
which stars 17-year-old Leonard
Whiting as Romeo and 16-yearold Olivia Hussey as Juliet, the
youngest performers ever to play
the title roles professionally.

Senior Scholastic Magazine

1969

by LINDA TORGESON

says: "With young people in
young roles, Shakespeare's play
zooms into focus and becomes as
timely as today. Thanks to Zeffirelli's deft direction, vitality brightens every frame of this excellent film!" In addition to wide
critical acclaim throughout the
country, ROMEO & JULIET has
been nominated for four Academy
Awards including BEST PICTURE OF THE YEAR.
This young person's production
of the classic tragedy is a "must
see" for all students. This special
student matinee show admission
price of $1.25 each is available
only through your school.

I
I
IN MEMORY OF LONLINESS
Grasping at the tangible illusion
of a dream.
Searching through empty
pockets
Hoping, needing to find a
thought to live for
Exploring minds — one's own,
and others
Blocking out the memory of a
feeling—a sharing

Opinion polls always show a
certain percentage of people who
have no opinion.
Have you actually met somebody who admitted he had no
opinion?

Vie Proctor
30ouse Regtaurant
Lunch — Snacks — Dinner

French Dips — Monte Cristo's
Ruebens — Clubs — Soups — Chili
Chowder — Hamburgers — Roasts
Breaded Veal — Seafood — Steaks

2514 No. Proctor SK 9-9076

That might have been
And yet could never be
With the deep undefinable
explanation
of Fulfilling a purpose
Not yet fully understood.
I will not force myself to be
What I cannot be
'Cause sea gull I don't need your
wing
I don't want your freedom in a
lie.'

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

(C)

Diamonds — Jewelry
Tacoma's Only Certified
Master Watchmaker
Caravelle
Accutron
Bulova
Elgin
Hamilton
Vantage
Accutron Sales and Service

ASB money was donated to the Peace Corps— built school
for village children in Tthopia. This is the completed building paid for with ASUPS funds.

SCHAEFFER'S
JEWELERS
3812 No. 26th

SK 9-4242

Greet the newness
of spring with the
newest in slacks,
A-1 Continental
Flares. This new,
action man slack
has the famous
Racer continental
top, flared bottom,
heel to toe slant
and boot slit. Solids and patterns in
no-iron fabrics.

"DAllLING! Once you see it, you'll never again picture
tomeo&Julief quite the way you did before!"
PARAMOUNT PICTURES

•

-LIFE

preemie

UII5 FILM

The

FRAN
,C0 ZEFFIRELLI
pr,

from $8.50

ROMEO

cJULIET

CONTINENTAL

FLARE S
No ordinary low story....

er"A. ktost

BERNIE'S
GUILIWitt

Tacoma Mall
ALSO SOUTH CENTER, UNIVERSITY DISTRICT, SEATTLE

